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President’s Column

Hello all,
We had a couple of great shows in January, and I’d like to
thank everybody who participated and stopped by the GBWHS
booth. Steve Koth and I manned the booth at the Arctic Run
show in Stevens Point on January 18-19, and we had an excellent turnout. We signed up several new members; welcome to
the GBWHS! Lots of people liked our magazine rack and bought
back issues. We had good chats with everybody who stopped by
the GBWHS booth. A lot of people said their dad or their grandpa
worked for the railroad. It’s always good to be reminded of the
positive impact the GBW had on the communities it served.
Mark Mathu manned our booth at the Great Tri-State Rail
Sale in LaCrosse on January 25, and we had great participation
there, too. I’d like to thank Mark for all he does for the GBWHS,
from organizing our show presence to handling our merchandise
sales. He’s great talking to folks and is probably our best spokesman for the GBWHS.
I’d also like to thank GBWHS member Richard Kosterman
for his generous donation of GBW employee timetable no. 52,
dated October 5, 1930. This is a valuable addition to our archives.
This issue is devoted to C430 315, a locomotive that holds
special memories for me. The first time I was in its cab was in the
fall of 1972, when it was still in the grey band scheme. I was 14
years old. Mike Schultz was the engineer on no. 2 working Plover
on a Sunday afternoon, and he said those words we love to hear:
“C’mon up!” I rode with him as they switched Plover Yard. Mike
was one of my first mentors on the GBW. He was a very nice gent,
easy to talk to, and had the patience to explain diesel technology
to a young pup like me.
In the early 1980s I lived near the main in Plover, and started making audio recordings when No. 1 came into town, usually
about 9 to 11 p.m. I can remember the 15 distinctly, coming down
off Arnott Hill. It had a distinctive horn and a very distinctive
bark, compared to the other Centuries. It definitely sounded different from the C424s.
continued on page 15
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C430 315, the biggest, heaviest and most powerful diesel
the GBW would ever own and operate, rests at Wisconsin
Rapids in September 1976 as the yard job switches out no.
2’s train. Soon the 315 will be the trailing unit on no. 2, heading home to Green Bay. Bill Christopher photo

Contributions Wanted!

We are always looking for articles, photographs, or any other
information for publication in Green Bay and Western Lines.
Digital files are preferred, either by e-mail or disk, but all material is welcome and we will take it any way we can get it. Photographs should be scanned at least 3000 pixels wide, preferably
JPEG, TIFF or PSD formats, but we can work with most digital
formats. We can scan prints and slides and will return all materials promptly. If you have any questions, please contact the editor.
We are working on articles on these topics and we solicit anything
you might have on them. Thank you!
The 1965 Mississippi River flood
German POW trains to Sturgeon Bay

Barely a year old, C430 315 idles away a winter night at
Norwood Shops in Green Bay in 1969. Mike Schafer photo

C430 315: The “Big Fellow”
By Dan Luedke with additional reporting by Bill Christopher
“The Big Fellow.” Green Bay & Western 315, the only Century 430 the GBW would own, hauled more than tonnage; it hauled
its own list of superlatives on the GBW. It was the biggest, heaviest, and most powerful diesel the GBW ever had in service. It
was the last new locomotive the GBW purchased, and the newest locomotive it would ever roster. With its 3000 horsepower,
AC/DC rectifier transmission and Hi-Ad trucks, it was unquestionably the most modern locomotive on the GBW.
But “The Big Fellow” had its troubles, too, and would conclude its career after only 18 years on a railroad where most Alcos
lasted three decades or more. The 315 has spent more years catching rain in a museum than it did in service. To this day, GBW
employees still discuss and debate its strengths and shortcomings
– and there were plenty of both.
* * *
The C430 was a child of The Great Horsepower Race of the
1960s, when railroads were demanding more power from their
new locomotive purchases. The first-generation diesels that had
replaced steam locomotives in the 1940s and 50s were reaching
the end of their service life. By buying new locomotives with

increased horsepower, the railroads could replace, say, three
1500-horsepower units with two 2500-horsepower units. This offered savings across the board: financing the new power, buying
fuel for it, and maintaining it.
Alco was at the forefront of The Great Horsepower Race,
competing aggressively with EMD and GE in offering ever more
powerful locomotives. They delivered the first American production locomotive with an AC/DC rectifier transmission, Atlantic
Coast Line C630 2011, in July 1965.
This was a major step forward in locomotive technology. Previously, locomotives’ prime movers drove DC main generators,
which supplied direct current to the traction motors. However,
higher horsepower DC transmissions required a complicated transition system that could become a headache to maintain.
New technology came to the rescue in the form of high-capacity diodes. This allowed the builders to use a main alternator instead of a generator; banks of diodes rectify the alternating
current from the alternator into DC for the traction motors. This
breakthrough would enable the builders to offer locomotives exceeding 3000 horsepower. Alternators are easier to maintain, as
they use slip rings to transfer electrical power from the armature.
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Fresh off the boat, the 315 has arrived at Norwood for the first time in a photo published on February 27, 1968. The frame
checkerboards, cab numbers and other details were added at Norwood before the unit entered service. Green Bay PressGazette photo, Mailer-Luedke collection
Generators use commutators, which require more maintenance brake cylinders per truck instead of the standard two. This issue
and are prone to “flashovers” or short circuits.
would later haunt the GBW; more on this later.
At the same time ACL 2011 was delivered, Alco announced
GBW placed Sales Order 21294 with Alco in July 1967, before
they would offer a four-axle, 3000 horsepower model called the the NYC units were ordered, but financial issues delayed delivery,
Century 430. Its 16-cylinder 251E prime mover would drive a making 315 the last C430 built. However, “financial issues” needs
General Electric GTA9 alternator. Reading placed the first order a little explanation. Unlike many roads, the GBW purchased most
for two units in early 1966; 5211 and 5212 were delivered in July of their locomotives outright, including the 315, rather than lease
of that year. These
them through a
would be the only
bank or equipC430s built with
ment dealer. This
the standard AAR
was a significant
type B trucks.
expenditure for a
The next three
small railroad, but
C430s, Alco demthe GBW’s manonstrators 430-1,
agement felt it
430-2 and 430was cheaper than
3, were built in
leasing in the long
March 1967 and
run.
introduced Alco’s
Mike Geurts,
new Hi-Ad truck
the GBW’s last
and wheelslip sysManager of Locotem. Alco claimed
motives, said the
this would increase
GBW purchased
The 315’s front truck, half of the Hi-Ads on the GBW. Dan Luedke photo
tractive effort by as
the C430 for its
much as 10 percent, mostly by improving the truck’s geometry. higher horsepower. “At that time, they were running marginal
(It’s doubtful the system delivered the full 10 percent, but the 315 tonnage on trains 1 and 2, and a lot of times they could run with
earned a reputation on the GBW as a good puller.) These three two units instead of three if they threw the 15 in there.”
units were eventually purchased by Seaboard Coast Line, who
Bearing serial number 3498-01, the 315 left Alco’s plant in
later sold them to the Louisville & Nashville.
Schenectady, New York, on February 13, 1968. The 315 was
The biggest order for C430s was 10 units for the New York unique on several counts. It was the only C430 that did not have
Central, 2050 through 2059, delivered in December 1967. These dynamic brakes – or a toilet! Unlike the Reading and NYC, the
units also had Hi-Ad trucks, but the NYC wisely specified four GBW did not trade in an older locomotive on their C430, as trafPage 4 ~ Green Bay and Western Lines

fic was increasing at the time and they needed all the power they
could get.
Perhaps because it was the last one built, the 315 avoided a
problem suffered by other C430s. It was the only one built with
copper cables instead of aluminum, which proved troublesome on
the other units and had to be replaced.
According to the definitive C430 article in Diesel Era magazine, the GBW would have preferred AAR Type B trucks under the
315, but the railroad’s weight restrictions required them to order
the lighter Hi-Ad trucks to keep the unit’s weight down to 262,430
pounds. At 25% adhesion, the 315’s four 752E6 traction motors
could deliver 65,600 pounds of tractive effort. But the Hi-Ad
trucks didn’t just make the 315 an oddball on the GBW’s roster;
they would bring their own challenges, as we shall soon see.
“With the Hi-Ad truck that they tried, and things like that,”
Geurts recalled, “they were really experimenting with that one.”
* * *
My first introduction to the 315 came on February 27, 1968
when I opened the newspaper while living at home with my parents. There it was, a Press-Gazette photo (at left) of the engine
standing in Norwood yard with freight cars coupled on both ends.
The engine appears to be on track no. 1 across from the backshop.
There is an Ann Arbor boxcar coupled to the front and a bilevel
auto-rack of Fords coupled behind, which indicates to me it crossed
the lake that night on the Ann Arbor and came to Green Bay on no.
3 in the early morning. It most likely rode one of the boat’s center
tracks mixed in with the regular freight cars.
The caption under the photo read: “Railroad Adds Power – the
Green Bay & Western Railroad next week will place this new locomotive into service. The $215,000 unit will be the most powerful
of the railroad’s 18 locomotives, generating 3000 horsepower. It
weighs 262,000 pounds and represents the railroad’s decision to
increase the power of its locomotive fleet. Similar units are expected to be added in the future. The locomotive was built by Alco

Products Inc. of Schenectady, N.Y.” I cut the photo and caption
out of the paper and dated it February 27, 1968. Years later, Stan
Mailer gave me two 8x10 prints of the photo that he got from the
Press-Gazette. As far as I know, Stan never used the photo in any
of his articles or his book.
This engine was delivered before I was working for the GBW.
I don’t recall even seeing it around Green Bay until seven months
later in September, when I went to work for the GBW as a brakeman. I didn’t really appreciate the size of this locomotive until I
saw it coupled to one of the C424s. This was a big engine. Once
again, the GBW had the highest horsepower four-axle locomotive
in Green Bay. It was a repeat of 1960 when RS27 310 held that
honor with its 2400 horsepower on four axles. Yes, the hometown
railroad has hit the big times. The only other high horsepower
units to visit Green Bay were the 3600 horsepower Chicago &
North Western SD45s. Those of course were on six axle trucks,
however. In a year or two, Milwaukee Road GP40s would show
up occasionally. But the “Big Fellow” reigned supreme in Green
Bay for awhile.
There are not many photos of the 315 between its arrival and
when it was put in service. In fact the only photos I know of are
the Press-Gazette’s and one from my friend and GBWHS member
Bob Kirschling. Bob caught the 315 standing just outside the Norwood backshop before anything was done to it. When the engine
arrived, it was missing the “Route” nose emblem, the side numbers
on the cab, the checkerboard reflective strips on the frame, the roof
beacon and the air horns. It did have the all weather cab windows
and the small “GBW 315” lettering in yellow on the rear hood.
The nose had the small “315” number in yellow also, but that was
removed and replaced with the larger reflective numbers in white
which were also applied to the cab sides below the “Route” emblems. The smaller yellow lettering on the rear hood remained
there until the engine was given the all red paint scheme in April
1973.
Bob Kirschling returned and got a few more photos a couple

Only a year old, the 315 takes a drink of no. 2 diesel at
Norwood on February 26, 1969. Norwood Shops has not
yet added the fourth air reservoir behind the front truck.
Ed Selinsky photo, Mailer-Luedke collection
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The 9 paint schemes of GBW 315
Compiled by Mark Mathu

1. Delivery, February 1968

Red body and gray stripe, with yellow handrails, grey trucks,
and black cab roof and pilot steps. All weather cab windows
already installed, and one brake cylinder on each truck side
frame. Small yellow “315” on nose and small “GB&W 315”
on end of long hood. No checkerboard on black side sills, and
no number on cab sides. No beacon or horn on roof.

2. In service, March 1968

The locomotive was modified at Norwood before entering
service. White checkerboard added on black side sills; larger
white “315” on nose, and white “315” added to cab sides.
Beacon installed at front center of cab roof, and black threechime horn installed above roof line over engineer’s front
window.

3. Yellow pilot steps, August 1969

Pilot steps were changed from black to yellow. To many modelers, this is the definitive “Grey Stripe” scheme used by the
railroad, and the 315 wore this scheme until it was repainted
in the “All Red” scheme.

4. “All Red” Scheme, April 1973

The simplified new “All Red” paint scheme with large “GBW”
on the sides was eventually applied to the entire roster. The
315’s trucks remained gray for about a year before being repainted black. I believe the end of the long hood received a
large white “315” at this time, but have found no photo evidence of that end of the locomotive until after the trucks were
painted black. A large white engine number on the end of the
long hood (verified in scheme no. 5) would be consistent with
how other GBW locomotives were lettered at that time.

5. Black trucks, circa September 1974

The trucks were changed from gray to black. To many modelers, this is the definitive “All Red” scheme used by the railroad.

6. Red horn, circa May 1976

The horn was painted red, although it usually appears very
dark and dirty in most photos.

7. White handrails, circa February 1980

The outer edges of the steps and the vertical handrails at the
steps were painted in a contrasting white color; the remainder
of the handrails remained yellow. A second brake cylinder
was added to each truck side frame between June and December 1979, for a total of 8 brake cylinders on the locomotive.

8. Donated to museum, June 1987

Norwood Shops repainted the locomotive before it was donated to Rail America (now the National Railroad Museum)
in Green Bay in 1987. Handrails next to pilot steps are white,
while remainder of handrails are red. Black pilot steps with
white stripes on vertical faces of pilot steps. Red cab roof.
Horn appears to be different, mounted slightly lower above
the engineer’s front window than previous horn.

9. Yellow handrails, 1990s

Handrails repainted yellow with white next to the pilot steps.
The 315 still wears this paint scheme at the museum.
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of weeks later when the engine was lined up to go on no. 1. At that
time all of the above mentioned items had been added to the engine
and it was now in regular service. A few mechanical things were
added later. The larger horizontally mounted air tank between the
rear of the front truck and the fuel tank was not yet installed, and
the trucks only had one set of brake cylinders each. More on this
later.
From September to December 1968 I worked on the road as
a brakeman. I worked with the 315 numerous times on the Kewaunee jobs and on no. 1 and 2 between Green Bay and Wisconsin
Rapids. Rarely was it used on no. 5 and 6, the Manawa turn. I
don’t ever remember it having any problems and in some cases it
probably made the difference in getting over the hills, especially
going up to the Summit on the Kewaunee jobs and up Amherst hill.
I recall one evening when no. 2 from the west was going to
be very late into Green Bay, so the dispatcher decided to run an
advance no. 2 to Kewaunee with just the boat cars from Green
Bay which amounted to about 40 cars, mostly loads. The only engine available was the 315. Running backwards, we started up the
Summit with quite a bit more tonnage than the engine was rated
for. We probably woke up all the sleeping critters in the woods all
the way up the Baird Creek Valley, but those Hi-Adhesion trucks
dug in and got us over the top. By milepost K11, a mile past Summit, we were up to the 45 MPH speed limit.
My fellow employees had diverging opinions on the 315. Engineer Mike Schultz commented that it was a great “lugger” and
rode like a “passenger coach.” Engineer Tom Lemerond remembers leaving Merrillan on a very hot July day heading east on no.
2. He said, “We had the 315 ahead and the 317 trailing with 102
cars. The 17 had overheated on the west end and came into Merrillan dead. I thought to myself, this is going to be fun, getting
out of town with this train and only one unit. But we made it over
the grade east of Merrillan and at Hatfield we were right on the 30
MPH speed limit over the bridge. To my surprise, we held that
speed all the way up the hill east of Hatfield, which was no small
task.”
Tom’s older brother Gerry, also an engineer, told me often
how good the 315 and 311 were together. He said if you happened
to get the 309 in the mix, you had the best pulling team on the
railroad. “With that extra 600 horsepower, you could feel it on the
road,” he related. “There was a period of time on the Kewaunee
job when the 315 was assigned permanently over there. We’d get
it every day. For such a big engine, it was surprisingly nimble,
very quick for switching or dropping cars.”
Conductor Bob Vander Leest wasn’t so enamored of the 315.
“That was a hot engine in the summertime, the way that electrical
system was built in there,” he recalled. “It blew air into the cab,
and it would just get really hot in there all the time in the summertime, so I never cared to see the 315 ahead.”
Engineer (and GBWHS member) Frank Fitzgerald remembers how loud the 315 was. “The noise never bothered me,” he
maintained. “Being an ex-hot rodder, I love the noise. The louder
the better. And the 315 was always my favorite unit for noise and
engine sound. When we would go up towards Summit on the way
to Kewaunee, milepost K10, we went up quite a grade for about
five miles. You would go up there with 90 to 100 or 110 cars, and
you would drag down to anywhere from two to four miles an hour,
sometimes even one mile an hour, and you would attempt to keep
them in the 8th notch as long as you could. Sometimes I would
let the qualified fireman run the engine, and I would go back on the

As explained on the previous page, the 315 wore nine variants of two distinct paint schemes, both seen here at Norwood.
The classic “grey band” scheme (no. 3 on the list) is from the early 1970s. Dan Luedke photo The 315 wore the simplified
“all red” scheme with grey trucks (no. 4) for only a short time, as seen on October 20, 1973. The trucks were painted black
within a year. Stan Mailer photo, Mailer-Luedke collection
315 and crawl up on the ladder back by the rear sand dome, and
listen to the exhaust. That 3000 horsepower, you could hear every
horse come out of there. It was just fantastic sound.”
The sound of 315 on that hill forged another memory for Frank
one early evening when he was running no. 2, the Night Kewaunee
Job. “We were making our way up through Baird’s Creek and we
were in the eighth notch, moving at about 1 to 3 MPH. Just over
the small bridge west of the crossing, my daughter Debbie and her

boyfriend Tom Aldrich were standing very close to the track. They
said the power and sound scared the daylights out of them and they
had never heard anything so loud. The woods were very close in
and I think that helped keep some of the sound close to the tracks.”
(Debbie and Tom would later marry and become the parents of
Tyler Aldrich, a GBWHS member and locomotive engineer for the
Canadian National.)
continued on page 11
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Glossy paint was a hallmark of the McGee era. The 315 is teamed with
C424 312 and RS11 309 as they accelerate train no. 1 out of Norwood
in August 1976 and approach the Hudson Street interlocking in Green
Bay. In a few seconds they will slam across the Milwaukee Road’s line to
Channing and Ontonagon, Michigan. Dan Luedke photo
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A Good Day
Gone Bad

A ride on the Kewaunee Division
sounds like a wonderful holiday outing. So it was on Memorial Day
weekend, Saturday, May 31, 1969, as
the train prepares to leave the ferry
yard at Kewaunee (above) for the return trip to Green Bay. At the County
P crossing east of New Franken, the
315 struck a dump truck at 45 MPH,
derailing the entire train. Miraculously, there were no serious injuries.
The couple at the center of the 315
(below) is GBW President H. Weldon
McGee and his wife Gwen, who rode
out the derailment. McGee insisted
the 315 be repaired to “as new” condition. Top and bottom photos, R.G.
Lewis; left, Green Bay Press-Gazette
courtesy Neville Public Museum; all
Mailer-Luedke collection
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The 315, with freshly rebuilt RS20
305 and RS27 316, leads no. 1
through the Transfer Yard west of
the Milwaukee Road crossing in
Green Bay on October 20, 1973.
Stan Mailer photo, Mailer-Luedke
collection

continued from page 7
As the engine got older, a few problems developed. One was
the so-called “rock and roll” at low speeds. On the main line the
engine rode fine at all speeds up to 50 MPH and even higher. You
would notice a slight bounce at a grade crossing once in a while
but otherwise it was a pretty smooth ride. On yard tracks and
tracks that had staggered low joints and at a speed somewhere between 8 and 12 MPH or so, the engine would get into a “harmonic
roll” as the railroads call it. It would rock back and forth so bad
that engineers would put the train into emergency, as it felt like
you were actually going to tip over. Now this wasn’t unique to the
GBW and 315, it also affected the loaded tri-levels and hy-cube
boxcars on all railroads, and I experienced it myself on Wisconsin
Central SD45s and F45s. On the GBW the track between Norwood and McDonald had some low joints and that’s where a lot of
crews noticed it on the 315, as you were at low speeds in that area.
Frank Fitzgerald vividly remembers the 315’s ride. “It was
notoriously bad if you had rail joints that were a little low, and you
were going between 10 and 14 miles an hour,” he recalled. “You’d
swear it was gonna tip at times, it would start swaying on you, and
everybody immediately panicked. You would try to get it either
below 10 or above 14, but once you got it rolling, it was a super
rider. But for railroads that had jointed rail and slow speeds, it was
a bad rider.”
As crews complained about it, the GBW Mechanical Department had to see if they could correct it. I recently asked Mike
Geurts what they found. He said next to the coil springs on each
truck is a car-like shock absorber mounted to the truck side frame
on the bottom and the truck bolster on the top. There is only one
on each side of the truck for a total of four on the engine. These
were supposed to stabilize the engine from rocking. After a year
or so they became weak and worn out. Alco then came out with
a heavier type 2 “Snubber,” as they called them, to replace the
worn out ones. They still recommended changing all four once
a year. This just about completely eliminated the problem. Mike
also found that when the time came to rebuild the trucks, the steel
shims on the top of the truck casting, where the engine sits, were
all cracked and worn. They replaced them with new porous hardened steel shims they could lubricate with graphite. This eliminated the rock and roll problem and any side to side movement of
the car body.
Mike Geurts has his own special memory of the 315. “The

Night Kewaunee job. The 315 had one interlock that would always freeze up, and I had to find Casco Junction in the middle of
the night. Finding Casco Junction in the middle of the night, when
you’ve never been there before, that was a real treat. When I got
there, I was a little bit cold, it was about 15 below zero, and I forgot
to pick up one contactor in front of the other, and I popped a hole
in my brand new leather gloves from Christmas!” Geurts laughed.
“But the 315 went to work and serviced the boat that night.”
When the 315 arrived, it had three air tanks: one above the
fuel tank on the fireman’s side and two above the fuel tank on the
engineer’s side. It was soon discovered that this was not enough
air capacity. This was the only GBW engine that had an air starter.
The AC/DC rectifier transmission requires a different way to start
the engine, since the main alternator can’t be used as a motor to
crank over the prime mover the way a main generator is used on
locomotives with straight DC transmissions. EMD and GE solved
this by installing starter motors, much like your car, but Alco decided to install an air starter, like many diesel trucks.
This proved to be a problem. If the engine didn’t start on the
first try, there most likely wasn’t enough air left in the three tanks
to try it again. If it was in the roundhouse or backshop, you could
connect it to the house air and recharge the tanks. If it was on the
road with another engine or two in the consist, you could use those
to help start it. If it was all by itself and it shut down and didn’t restart on the first try, you were most likely screwed. So a fourth air
tank was added horizontally between the front truck and fuel tank.
I don’t have the exact date it was added but my photo evidence
shows it on the engine in May 1969. So in less than a year and
a half after delivery it was added, well within the gray stripe era.
Another complaint from engine crews was the 315’s brakes.
It arrived with only one set of brake cylinders on each truck, on
lead axle no. 1 and axle no. 3 on the rear truck. Even with the
brake pressure set at 80 pounds, the braking was poor. Engineer
Gerry Lemerond loved the engine, but said if it was all by itself,
you had to be extra careful when switching with a big cut of cars or
loading the boats at Kewaunee. For awhile, railroads were trying
out a new composite brake shoe made of a hard rubber or plastic
type substance. They lasted a lot longer than steel shoes, but when
they heated up, they lost their stopping power. This compounded
the 315’s braking problem.
Eventually the GBW and other railroads returned to the old
style brake shoes for their locomotives. After nearly 11 years of
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The 315 and
C424 312 approach the Highway 42 overpass and
Kewaunee’s Ferry Yard on
March 14, 1980. Stan Mailer
photo, Mailer-Luedke collection
this brake problem, the GBW Mechanical Department added a second set of brake cylinders to each
truck on the 315 somewhere between June and December 1979. The brake pressure was then reduced to 35 pounds
which was the normal setting for the rest of the engines. All was
well. At first I thought the single brake cylinders per truck were
unique to the GBW. But if you look at the C430 demonstrators,
they have only one set per truck, and in the last GBW Lines the
Milwaukee Road U23Bs are the same. Apparently other railroads
did this too, so it must have been an option.
The 315 received some minor modifications over the years.
The bottom steps were widened to meet AAR requirements around
1978-79. The grating on top of the short hood was added in 1985
to improve safety while sanding the unit. The plow was home
built (see above); it was installed seasonally until 1985, when it
was left on all the time, until the 315 was donated to the museum.
Mike Geurts said the 315’s alternator was better than the generators on the other units, as it had less moving parts and was
easier to work on and actually increased the locomotive’s power.
They had to test the diodes and resistors on the alternator every
year to make sure they weren’t getting weak, which would put
more current through the rest and make them fail. They would
replace the weak ones every year and never had any significant
problems. He also said the optional Hy-Ad trucks were well
worth the extra cost and improved the engine’s traction quite a bit.
I then asked Mike the big question: why this engine had
crankshaft problems and why it wasn’t fixed the last time. He
said all railroads try to get the most power they can out of their locomotives. The GBW was no exception. They do this mostly by
raising the booster air pressure from the turbocharger. Alco had
raised the engine’s maximum RPM from 1025 on the 251C (the
C424 prime mover) to 1100 on the 251E. Reworking the head assemblies and manifolds can also raise the horsepower.
The 315 had a 16 cylinder 3000 horsepower 251E type engine. A similar engine, the 251F, was used in the C636 and put
out 3600 horsepower. I asked if this block could put out 3600
horsepower, why the 315 had problems even if they “tweaked”
it to more than 3000 horsepower. He said the blocks aren’t the
same; as the horsepower goes up, the blocks are built heavier
along with other components in the engine. I asked after the 315
was “tweaked” to put out more horsepower, how much did it put
out? He said they didn’t know as the highest the load box would
register was 3000 horsepower. The 315 registered all of that, but
how much more was anyone’s guess.
Besides its mechanical problems, the 315 had a couple of othPage 12 ~ Green Bay and Western Lines

er misadventures. On Saturday, May 31, 1969, a Memorial Day
weekend, the 315, caboose 617, business caboose 603 and business car 600 Roamer were returning from Kewaunee to Green Bay
when they struck a loaded gravel truck at the County Highway P
crossing two miles east of New Franken, about milepost K15. (See
page 10.) When the dust had settled, the entire train was derailed,
with the front of the 315 almost out to the south right of way fence
and the entire engine tilted at a precarious angle. Judging by photos, the dump truck appears to have careened into a farm field at
speed, while the train stopped in an amazingly short distance as the
315 tore up the mainline and plowed into the ditch. Fortunately
the truck driver and his passenger, reportedly his young son, escaped without serious injuries. Except for minor injuries to the
cook in the Roamer, everyone on the train, including GBW President Weldon McGee, his wife Gwen, their guests, and the train
crew were okay. Asked about the accident right after it happened,
McGee stated, “Sometimes things just happen.”
GBWHS member Doug McGee was not on the train, but
he was still living with his parents at the time. “I remember my
dad was very excited about this trip beforehand,” Doug recalled.
“They had invited a number of railroad officials and their wives on
this trip. About mid-afternoon, my parents came home, and Dad
looked like he’d seen a ghost. I’d never seen him so down and
disappointed. They told me what happened, and Mom said, ‘Your
Dad is totally depressed over the accident.’”
Although the initial damage to the 315 didn’t look too bad, by
the time it was rerailed it was substantial. Because the engine was
so far from the rails, the borrowed C&NW crane had to lift and
pull while bulldozers were also pulling and pushing on the engine.
Damage was done to the cab roof and side from the crane’s lifting
cables. A loaded gravel truck is a pretty solid object to hit at 45
MPH. The front pilot, ladders, handrails, MU and airline connections were all wiped out and the walkway around the low nose
was bent downward. The traction motors on both trucks had dirt
and gravel in them and there was damage to the rear pilot from the

bulldozers. The engine was in the
backshop for two months. Since
it was only 15 months old, Weldon
wanted it fixed to “as new condition.” This required removing the
interior cab roof panels so the steel
roof could be reformed to its original contour. All of this work was
time consuming, but when the engine rolled out of the shop, it was
“as new” once again.
Ten years later, in June 1979,
the 315 was the trailing unit on no.
2. While swapping some cars with
no. 1 at Manawa, through some miscommunication in signals, the rear
of the 315 on the fireman’s side was
cornered by some freight cars, damaging the side sill, frame, handrails,
fan room and rear truck brake cylinders. The engine was repaired and
placed back in service and it worked
for another five or six years.

This may be the last photo ever taken of the 315 in service, working Plover on no. 2
with C424 311 on March 22, 1986. Listening to his scanner, the photographer later
heard the crew report the 315 dying at Amherst Junction. Ross Rossier photo

* * *
The engine gave good service for many years until March 22,
1986, when it had a crankshaft failure while hauling no. 2 at Amherst Junction. GBWHS President Ross Rossier photographed
no. 2 working Plover that day (above). “I was listening to the
scanner in my pickup truck about a half hour later,” Ross recalled,
“and I heard no. 2 call the dispatcher. They said, ‘The 15 just died
on us.’ A minute later, they added, ‘It threw a rod.’ The dispatcher
asked, ‘Can you make it in on what you have?’ They said, ‘Yeah,
we should be all right, we’re over the hill.’”
Mike Geurts said when they get a dead unit in the backshop
and start to check it over, one of the first things they do is try to
turn the crankshaft by hand. Usually they can do it, but on the
315 it would not budge. Everything was locked up solid. Mike
said they checked further and found the block was bulged on the
inside, which told them not only was the crankshaft broken, but
there was much more damage to other parts inside the engine. Because they could not turn the engine by hand, they couldn’t even
remove the alternator, because the bolt holes would not line up
to allow access to the bolts holding the alternator to the block. It
was decided to store the locomotive outside by the car shops until
a decision could be made on what to do with it. The engine sat for
about a year outside the car shops at 12th Avenue. Its color had
now turned a flat faded pink.
In the spring of 1987 the decision was made to donate it to
Rail America, the museum in Green Bay. The economics of completely rebuilding a nearly 20-year-old locomotive was just too
high. Mike Geurts said it would have been nearly impossible to
find a good used 251E block at a reasonable cost as there just
weren’t that many out there in the first place. To rebuild it with all
new components and completely go over the electrical system was
just not cost effective. Instead, it was brought into the backshop
and the traction motors, cylinder head assemblies, air compressor
and anything else that was salvageable were removed for use on
the rest of the fleet.
Cylinder heads and pistons from the 315 were later installed

in RS11 309; since the latter had a 12-cylinder engine instead of
16, they had parts to spare. Mike Geurts said the 315’s parts allowed them to raise the 309’s horsepower; RS11s were built as
1800 horsepower, and the 309 was upgraded to 2000 in its 1964 rebuilding. “We put more horsepower out than the generator would
take,” Geurts recalled. “We quit on the load box at about 2250,
when I thought the generator was gonna fly apart. We let it go at
about 21.”
In June 1987 the 315 went into the GBW paint shop for a
complete paint job. I was on the 2:30 lead job on June 30th and we
pulled it up to 12th Avenue with our engine and put it on the new
wye. The 3:00 PM over the river job delivered it to the C&NW
transfer at McDonald, and the next day they delivered it to Rail
America (now the National Railroad Museum) where it now resides.
We asked Daniel Liedtke, Museum Operations and Curator of
Collections for the National Railroad Museum, about their plans
for the 315. “We are currently in the process of looking at our
Master Site Plan,” he replied. “In the near future we hope to add
another building, like our Lenfestey Center, where we can house
rolling stock in a climate controlled area. We do review our rolling stock annually and are in the process of restoring pieces, at
least one per year, but we have over 80 to go through. Currently,
we are restoring the two British passenger cars that were part of
Eisenhower’s command trains during WWII.
“We have looked into cosmetic restoration for the 315,”
Liedtke continued. “The challenge is, no funds were set aside for
the rolling stock as they were donated to the museum. We have
some amazing pieces here and are very excited that our site has
preserved them, but the years and weather have taken their toll. If
any of your members would be interested, we would certainly be
willing to accept monetary donations to put into a restricted fund
for restoration and preservation of this piece.”
* * *
So, was Alco’s C430 model a good addition to its locomotive
lineup or was it a lemon? With only 16 being sold, one would have
to think it was not well received by the nation’s railroads; EMD’s
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Norwood gave the 315 a fresh paint job before the GBW donated it to Rail America (now the National Railroad Museum)
in Green Bay. The author photographed the 315 at Norwood on June 30, 1987, before his crew started the 315’s short
journey to its new home. Dan Luedke photo Below, the 315 is still wearing the same paint on April 28, 2013; it’s coupled to
Wisconsin Central (ex-Soo Line) GP30 715. Bill Christopher photo
competitive model, the GP40, sold 1,221 units. Still, in Brian Solomon’s 2009 book, Alco Locomotives, he states that “Like many
of Alco’s later diesels, the few C430s built generally enjoyed long
working lives with several still active in 2009.” According to the
June 2012 Trains Magazine, the Western New York & Pennsylvania still rosters four ex-NYC C430s, three of them in service. A
45-year-old locomotive still earning its keep doesn’t owe anybody
an apology.
So maybe it’s not so much a question of how many were built,
but how did they perform? In the GBW’s case, maybe the 315 was
expected to give more than it was designed to give. At any rate, it
was another rare locomotive on the GBW’s roster, just like RS27
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310. I guess in the long run everyone will have his own opinion
on whether it was a “good” engine or a “bad” engine. I know what
mine is. In the meantime enjoy Bowser’s C430 model in either of
GBW’s paint schemes, or visit the real thing at the National Railroad Museum in Green Bay. It’s possible the 315 will be the last
C430 in existence.
Bill Christopher would like to acknowledge “Alco’s Century
430” by Stephen McMillan (Diesel Era, Volume 5, Number 5, September/October 1994) as an important source of information for
this article, and he thanks Frank Fitzgerald, Mike Geurts, John
Hagen, Daniel Liedtke, Dan Luedke, Doug McGee and Stephen
McMillan for their help in putting this issue together.

GBWHS 2013 Financial Report
The GBWHS’s financial situation at the end of 2013 improved
significantly over our situation at the end of 2012. Cash in the
bank at the end of 2013 was $2,776, compared with $1,438 at the
end of 2012, an increase of $1,338. Our net profit for 2013 of
$1,494 increased our net equity to $2,017, compared with $523
last year.
Total income was $8,422, an increase of $3,037 over 2012.
Our membership increased significantly, bringing more revenue in
the form of dues. Sales of current and back issues of the magazine
increased, merchandise sales increased, and revenue from annual
meeting fees increased. Two areas of definite increase were sales
of the Bob Hainstock estate materials and calendar sales, both of
which did not exist in 2012.
Total expense was up only $688 ($6,928 for 2013 vs. $6,240
in 2012), despite a significant increase in the production and mailing costs for the magazine, due to increased membership, and the
cost of printing the calendars.
Net income for 2013 was $1,494, compared to a loss in 2012
of $855. Part of the loss in 2012 was a result of some 2011 bills
being paid in 2012 without having been set up as payables at the
end of 2011.
As Treasurer, I feel we have turned a corner both financially
and operationally. Our revenues are growing, and I see some excellent reasons for that growth. First, we have worked hard to
maintain and increase our membership, which has grown from 120
paying members at the end of 2012 to 160 at the end of 2013.
Second, we are offering a truly desirable magazine, resulting in increased membership and hobby shop sales. Third is our increased
sales of merchandise, especially the calendars.
On the expense side, our editor has worked hard to keep the
production and postage costs of the magazine and the calendar as
low as possible. The Board has done a great job in managing the
costs of the annual meeting and event participation.
We do not have very many sources of revenue: we have dues,
retail magazine sales, calendar sales, some merchandise sales, and
meeting fees. Our expenses are mostly limited to production and
distribution costs of the magazine and the calendars, production
of the inventory of paper products we sell, and the food and venue
costs of the meetings. Clearly, we have done well in increasing
these revenues and controlling these costs. We hope our members

are pleased with how we are managing their Society.
GBWHS members may obtain a copy of our financial report
by contacting our Editor, Bill Christopher; his contact information
is on page 2. You must be a GBWHS member to obtain a copy.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Wandel, Treasurer

President’s Column

continued from page 2
If you are a GBWHS member receiving this issue, you should
also receive a ballot and a survey. Please take the time to vote!
We mailed out surveys almost two years ago, but decided to
do it again because our membership has almost doubled since then,
and we’d like to give our new members a voice. We will study the
survey results and use them to help guide the magazine and other
projects moving forward.
In the survey, we are asking you how you would feel about
raising dues from the current $25 to $30 if it would allow us to
increase the magazine size from its current 16 pages to 20 pages.
Our editor, Bill Christopher, assures us he will have no trouble
filling the extra four pages with more great stories and photos. He
told me when he started as editor, he launched a photo feature,
Green Bay Gallery, to make good use of any leftover space. But
we haven’t seen Green Bay Gallery lately because he hasn’t had
any leftover space! We are still crunching the numbers on expanding the magazine, but we want to hear how you feel about it.
This magazine also includes invitations to our Annual Meeting and Banquet in Green Bay on April 26, and our Plover Picnic
on June 7. We’re planning to have Mike Geurts, the GBW’s last
Manager of Locomotives, as guest speaker at the Banquet. Mike
was in charge of keeping our beloved Alcos running and keeping
the GBW rolling, and I’m sure he’ll have some fascinating stories.
Don’t forget that employees of the GBW or its connecting
railroads and their spouses will be treated to a free lunch at the
Plover Picnic. Bring your stories. Hope to see you there!
Ross Rossier
GBWHS President
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C430 315 was the GBW’s most powerful diesel,
but not its most successful. Norwood Shops,
Green Bay, 1969. Mike Schafer photo

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society
The Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc., was created to preserve the history of the Green
Bay and Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the
public through our GBWHS magazine, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit,
Wisconsin corporation. Our magazine is in its sixth volume, we have introduced our second special run
model to the market, are currently seeking a restoration project, and we are creating our historical archives.
We invite your participation in many forms, from writing articles for our magazine, helping with
the archives and cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW
equipment, and developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are building. For further information contact the officers listed on page 2, or visit
www.GBWHS.com.
Membership in the GBWHS is $25 per year and includes four issues of this magazine. To join, please
send check or money order payable to GBWHS to:
Green Bay & Western Historical Society
Bill Christopher, Editor & Membership
2739 Pine St.
Waukegan, IL 60087-3024
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